Manufacturing faces many challenges in the 21st century with an explosion of new technologies, increasing regulations and ever-rising customer expectations. It’s time to re-imagine manufacturing.

Oracle Manufacturing Cloud

Increase Business Agility, Enable Insightful Decision-Making and Achieve More with Fewer Resources

Manufacturing faces many challenges as one of their biggest supply chain challenges. And even those that do have visibility can get overwhelmed with the data — few have the precision or accuracy to make timely and profitable decisions.

THE PRESSURE IS ON

Manufacturers often single out visibility as one of their biggest supply chain challenges. And even those that do have visibility can get overwhelmed with the data — few have the precision or accuracy to make timely and profitable decisions.

THE DILEMMA

…yet some companies hesitate to invest in either:

Oracle Manufacturing Cloud


Learn more: www.oracle.com/scm

THE FACTS

40% of companies claim lack of information and visibility across the extended supply chain

38% of manufacturers worry about supplier performance in terms of risk, reliability and quality

Only 29% of manufacturers are confident that their operations are aligned to real-time fluctuations in customer demand

HOW ORACLE CAN HELP

Choose a practical path to the cloud. Oracle provides a fully secure cloud alternative for manufacturing functionality and more so you can focus on your growing business and get the most out of your innovation:

Oracle's Manufacturing Cloud solution offers comprehensive integrated manufacturing and planning capabilities designed to achieve manufacturing excellence without expensive overhead costs.

Oracle has been offering applications in the cloud for over a decade and is committed to being the world leader in cloud solutions. Our customers' results speak for themselves:
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100% of organizations are using a public cloud for at least one application.

The global cloud computing industry is growing 5 times faster than the global IT industry

38% of all data will exist in or pass through the cloud by 2020

Oracle Manufacturing Cloud

Oracle has been offering applications in the cloud for over a decade and is committed to being the world leader in cloud solutions. Our customers’ results speak for themselves:

Business is Moving Fast. Will Yours Keep Up?
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